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	Material Appearance Modeling: A Data-Coherent Approach, 9783642357763 (3642357768), Springer, 2013

	A principal aim of computer graphics is to generate images that look as real as photographs. Realistic computer graphics imagery has however proven to be quite challenging to produce, since the appearance of materials arises from complicated physical processes that are difficult to analytically model and simulate, and image-based modeling of real material samples is often impractical due to the high-dimensional space of appearance data that needs to be acquired.


	This book presents a general framework based on the inherent coherency in the appearance data of materials to make image-based appearance modeling more tractable. We observe that this coherence manifests itself as low-dimensional structure in the appearance data, and by identifying this structure we can take advantage of it to simplify the major processes in the appearance modeling pipeline. This framework consists of two key components, namely the coherence structure and the accompanying reconstruction method to fully recover the low-dimensional appearance data from sparse measurements. Our investigation of appearance coherency has led to three major forms of low-dimensional coherence structure and three types of coherency-based reconstruction upon which our framework is built.


	This coherence-based approach can be comprehensively applied to all the major elements of image-based appearance modeling, from data acquisition of real material samples to user-assisted modeling from a photograph, from synthesis of volumes to editing of material properties, and from efficient rendering algorithms to physical fabrication of objects. In this book we present several techniques built on this coherency framework to handle various appearance modeling tasks both for surface reflections and subsurface scattering, the two primary physical components that generate material appearance. We believe that coherency-based appearance modeling will make it easier and more feasible for practitioners to bring computer graphics imagery to life.


	This book is aimed towards readers with an interest in computer graphics. In particular, researchers, practitioners and students will benefit from this book by learning about the underlying coherence in appearance structure and how it can be utilized to improve appearance modeling. The specific techniques presented in our manuscript can be of value to anyone who wishes to elevate the realism of their computer graphics imagery. For understanding this book, an elementary background in computer graphics is assumed, such as from an introductory college course or from practical experience with computer graphics.
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The Salem Witch Trials: A Reference GuideGreenwood Press, 2007
Part of the enduring fascination of the Salem witch trials is the fact that, to date, no one theory has been able to fully explain the events that ravaged Salem in 1692. Countless causes, from ergot-infected rye to actual demonic posession, have been offered to explain why the accusations and erratic behavior of seven village girls left hundreds...

		

Clinical Emergency Medicine CasebookCambridge University Press, 2009

	Emergency Medicine is not divided into specific areas of practice. Emergency room visitors come in all shapes and sizes, at any time of day or night, with a wide range of maladies. Emergency physicians need to become experts in diverse areas of medicine and to be able to make quick and informed decisions about patient care. A cornerstone of...


		

WebRAD: Building Database Applications on the Web with Visual FoxPro and Web ConnectionHentzenwerke Publishing, 2002
A tutorial for novices and a reference for experienced users, featuring step-by-step guidelines for using Web Connection in a day-to-day manner as a developer, this book offers several development alternatives based on the user's style. Demonstrated are the building of two different applications, one easy and one more complex, and nearly two...





	

Etransformation in Governance: New Directions in Government and PoliticsIGI Global, 2003
eTransformation in Governance: New Directions in Government and Politics is about transformation in government and governance due to the information society development. The book provides conceptual clarification of the e-transformation in governance, and presents empirical findings on the recent developments in Western countries. The...


		

Mind Design II: Philosophy, Psychology, and Artificial IntelligenceMIT Press, 1997
"Ming Design II is a welcome update of its predecessor, itself a  useful compendium on the philosophy of cognitive science. This new  volume retains the intellectual foundations, and some discussions of  classical AI built on them, while adding connectionism, situated AI, and  dynamic systems theory as extra storeys. Which of these is...

		

Mastering openFrameworks: Creative Coding DemystifiedPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to creating audiovisual interactive projects with low-level data processing using openFrameworks

	
		Create cutting edge audio-visual interactive projects, interactive installations, and sound art projects with ease
	
		Unleash the power of low-level data processing methods using C++ and...
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